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INTRODUCTION
In the future, some spacecraftwill be so large that they must be assembled on-orbit (I,2,7,13). These

spacecraft will be used for such_ asmanned missions to Mars or usedas orbiting plaforms for monitoring
the Earth or observingthe universe. Some large spacecraftwill probablyconsist of planar truss structures to
which will be attachedspecial purpose,self-containedmodules. The modules will most likely be taken to
orbit fully outfittedand ready for use in heavy-lift launchvehicles.The truss members will also similarly be
taken to orbit, but mostly unassembled.The truss structures will need to be assembledroboticaUy becauseof
the high costs and risks of extra-vehicular activities. Some missions will involve very large loads. For
instance, the truss structure supporting an aerobrake heat shield will experience up to 6 g's of deceleration
during entry into the Mardun atmosphere (4). To date, very few structures of any kind have been constructed
in space. Two relatively simple trusses were assembled in the Space Shuttle bay in late 1985 (12).

Here the development of a design of a welded joint for on-orbit, robotic truss assembly is described. An
expanded version of this document has been written (10). Mechanical joints for this application have been
considered previously (9,14). Welded joints have the advantage of allowing the truss members to carry fluids
for active cooling or other purposes. In addition, welded joints can be made more efficient structurally than
mechanical joints. Also, welded joints require little maintenance (will not shake loose), and have no slop
which would cause the structure to shudder under load reversal. The disadvantages of welded joints are that a
more sophisticated assembly robot is required, weld flaws may be difficult to detect on-orbit, the welding
process is hazardous, and welding introduces contamination to the environmenC In addition, welded joints
provide less su'uctural damping than do mechanical joints. Welding on-orbit was In'st investigated aboard a
Soyuz-6 mission in 1969 and then during a Skylab electron beam welding experiment in 1973 (5,15). A hand
held electron beam welding apparatus is currently being prepared for use on the MIR space station (8).
Presently, Marshall Space Flight Center is evaluating proeess_ appropriate for on-orbit welding (11). A low
gravity environment has been found to have very minor effects on the welding processes appropriate for this
application. This is based on tests run on-orbit as well as low gravity environments achieved by flying aircraft
in parabolic trajectories. In fact, low gravity can make welding easier since the flow of the molten metal is
dictated by surface tension effects undistmbed by gravitational forces (11). It appears that a modified form of
gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) will be most appropriate for welding together structures on-orbit (11). The
process has been modified to work in a vacuum by providing gas to the arc zone by means of a hollow
tungsten electrode with special shielding. A commercial tube welding head has been successfully modified
for use on-orbit with a gas leakage rate of approximately 2.5 liters/rain (11).

To develop as realistic a joint as possible, a specific truss structure was selected on which to base the
design. The structure considet'ed was based on the 120 foot diameter aerobrake tetrahedral truss structure
(4,6,9,14). The truss members were assumed to consist of graphite/epoxy tubes. Also, it was assumed that the
nodes were constructed of 2219-T87 aluminum alloy. The magnitude of the member load assumed for design
purposeswas I00kips.

MEMBER FORCES GENERATED BY RANDOM MEMBER MISFITS

The 660 members of the te_ truss were all 12.56 ft long and consisted of identical
graphite/epoxy uibes (elasic modulus = 10.5E6 psi, shear modulus = 4.0E6 psi, Poisson's ratio = 0.33, outside
diameter = 5 in., wall thickness = 0.375 in.). The truss was 10.25 ft. deep in accordance with the geometric
properties of a tetrabedron. No manufacturing or assembly process is absolutely accurate. Thus, after being
welded into the truss, the members will tend to be slightly too long or short. These randomly distributed
misfits will lock in member forces before service loads are applied and they will also distort the truss to some
degree. Before a joint can be designed some measure of an acceptable misfit must be determined which will
dictate the accuracy required of the robot and the joint configuration. Member misfits will be randomly
distributed so peak member forces can only be determined in a statistical sense. The structure was analyzed
50 times with different randomly generated sets of member misfits, and the mean and standard deviation of
the peak member force magnitudes were calculated from these results. The analysis procedure can be

summarized as follows. Random member misfits were generated and the associated initial member forces
were calculated and stored in a file. Nodal loads due to the initial member forces were calculated and

summed up to form a global nodal load vector. The load vector was applied to the structure and the finite
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element program was run to calculate a set of intermediate member loads. Finally, the initial member loads
were added to the intermediate member loads to produce a set of final member loads.

For a maximum member misfit of 0.02 in. (only 0.013% of the member length), the estimated
maximum member force (that will not be exceeded with a 97% level of certainty) was 11.4 kips, which is a
significant portion of the design load capacity of 100 kips. Besides generating member forces, random
member misfits will distort the structure causing problems for truss structures supporting equipment with fine
pointing requirements, and for the heat shield associated with aerobrake structures (3).

NODE SEPARATION INDUCED BY RANDOM MEMBER MISFITS
Here, the effect of member misfits on relative node displacement of a partially assembled truss

structure is considered. Misfit induced member forces will cause the truss to distort and thus will force pairs
of nodes to move closer together or farther apart from each other. These relative nodal displacements will
have to be corrected by the robot during the assembly process. As more members are assembled, relative
nodal displacements will tend to increase since there are more member misfits to cause distortion. Thus, the
robot will have to make the largest relative nodal displacement corrections while assembling the last few
members of the truss.

To correct for these misfit induced relative nodal displacements, the robot will be required to push or
pull on pairs of nodes. The magnitude of force required to make these corrections must be estimated because
it affects the design of both the robot and the joint. The correction force can only be estimated in a statistical
sense since the member misfits are randomly distributed. To be conservative, the correction force required
while assembling the last member of the structure was considered. It was assumed that the structure will be

assembled from one edge through to a far edge, so the last member would be an edge member. Accordingly,
for this relative nodal displacement correction force study, an edge member was removed from the structure
described in the previous section. Fifty sets of random member misfits were generated and the robotic force
required to reposition the nodes for assembly of the last member was caleb. This analysis indicated that
the assembly robot must be capable of pulling or pushing with a force of 3.8 kips (that will not be exceeded
with a 97% level of certainty) while attempting to correct for member misfit induced relative node
displacements. Here, a maximum possible member length error of 0.02 in. was also assumed.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE WELDED JOINT

The trusses under consideration here will be robotically assembled on-orbit. This makes it imperative
that the truss members and joints be designed for assembly. The design should be such that the robot can:
transport the member from the storage pallet to the appropriate position on the truss; insert the member

between the nodes; correct the node positions for member misfit errors; and weld the member into position.

The members and joints must also be light and able to be densely packed together for efficient transport to
orbit, a major cost driver. A light design is also necessary to control inertial forces while in service. The joint
components must be relatively easy to produce so that manufacturing costs will not be excessive. The joint
design must provide a seal so that fluids may be pumped throughout the members of the truss. Based on prior
studies (14) it was assumed that the joint must be capable of carrying 100 kips and that the members consist
of graphite/epoxy tubes of circular cross section (5 in. outside diameter, 0.375 in. wall thickness).

A major difficulty with the joint design was allowing for the member to be inserted into the nozzles of
two nodes that had already been welded into position. This could be handled in two ways. A member could be

made precisely the correct length so that it could be postioned between the nozzles (without being inserted)
and then welded into place. This approach has two major drawbacks: the joint configuration provides no
alignment assistance to the robot; and joint gap control will be difficult. Alternatively, one half of the member
could be designed to telescope into the other as shown in Fig. 1. This would allow a member to be shortened
(telescoped), placed between the nodes, and then extended so that its ends would fit inside the nozzles of the

nodes. This provides for very accurate alignment of the joints and complete control of the weld joint gap.
When the joint has been fully made up the joint overlap will be snug against the inside surface of the nozzle

of the node and the joint will be temporarily held together by the friction provided by a compressed o-ring.
The telescoping action allows for very compact shipment to orbit. A disadvantage of the telescoped member
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approach is that three weld joints will now have to be made (at each end and at the sliding joint in the middle)
instead of the two required for the nontelescoped design. However, it appears that the telescoped design will
make it easier for the robot to assemble and weld up the structure, and so the telescoped design was selected
for further study.

A preliminary analysis of the joint using an isotropic finite element model without thermal loading was
conducted. The finite element mesh and joint dimensions are displayed in Fig. 2. Axisymmetric elements
were used in the analysis. As shown in Fig. 2, the part of the node that the truss member ferrule was welded to
was assumed to consist of a nozzle similar to that found in pressure vessels. A design of this nature allows for

the easy passage of fluid along the truss member and into the node. This configuration also provides for a
very simple and clean design of both the member ferrule, the weld, and the node. However, the nozzle
approach is not very efficient structurally since the load path must change abruptly as axial loads run from the
member into the node. This produces large bending stresses in the node fitting. Thus, generous fillets and
relatively thick components will be required for the design of the node. A GTAW groove weld 0.5 in. deep is
required to keep the Von Mises stress level within the heat affected zone to less than the weld metal yield
stress of 26 ksi (16).

For many applications, the ideal design of the graphite/epoxy strut will consist of laying up the fibers

such that they are oriented at +/. 10° with respect to the axis of the member (4). This layup will provide for

high stiffness and strength parallel to the axis of the member, along with a slightly negative axial coefficient
of thermal expansion. The slightly negative coefficient of thermal expansion of the slruts, coupled with the
relatively large positive coefficient of thermal expansion of the aluminum fittings can produce members with
a net axial coefficient of thermal expansion of zero. This is highly desirable in spacecraft since it prevents
temperature changes from causing structural distortions. However, a +/. I0° layup will create some problems,

especially in applications where the composite material must be attached to a metallic component in an
environment where there will be large temperatme changes, as is the case here, In this study it was assumed

that during the mission temperature variations as large as *L 250 F° could occur. The primary difficulty with

this type of joint is that the coefficient of thermal expansion of the composite material in the circumferential
direction is five times that of the aluminum. Fig. 2. shows a double scarf joint for the composite strut -
aluminum ferrule connection. This scarf joint was subsequently redesigned due to concerns about
manufacturability and thermal loading capacity. The redesigned joint is still under development.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of this study the following conclusions were reached:
1. Member length errors should be carefully controlled in large truss structures. Member length errors can
lock in large stresses and structural distortions before service loads are applied. Distortions may cause
problems for instruments with accurate poindng requirements. Distortions may also disturb the flow of hot
gases over an aerobrake heat shield.
2. The assembly robot will need to be designed to exert relatively large forces while building the truss
structure. The assembly robot will also require an accurate device for ensuring that the member length is
correct before welding.
3. The telescoping member and joint overlap with o-ring approach seems to be a workable technique for
positioning the truss members before welding. It is important that the joint system be designed for assembly.
4. A modified GTAW process appears to be a feasible technique for the automated welding of aluminum

components on-orbit.
5. A 0.5 in. thick groove weld will be required to carry the design loads. This weld will be made in three

passes.
6. A good design for the graphite/epoxy slrut - aluminum end fitting joint is difficult to obtain because of the
differential thermal expansion problem. Temperature changes during the mission should be minimized.
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Fig. 1 Truss Member Telescoping
Design Concept

Fig. 2 Finite Element Model of
Preliminary Joint Design
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